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About This Game

History says there was a time when the Vikings ruled the world. But legend says it once took only two of them to save it! Join
Viking brothers Everand and Boromere as they set off on an all-new, humor-filled adventure to right wrongs, do good and keep

their tankards filled with ale!
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This won't be easy, as a mysterious force is forging a path of destruction across Earth and Asgard! But Viking strength and valor
have never failed – and neither will the brothers!

Your task will be to guide Everand and Boromere with a few clicks of your mouse as they go up against pirates and trolls,
rebuild villages, and bring their land back to life by the sweat of their Viking brows. Although the brothers are mighty in

muscle, you'll have to do some light mental lifting as you figure out the best way to use the time you have and the resources you
gather to remove obstacles and complete simple quests.

With several brightly colored worlds teeming with animated life to explore, level after level will unfold before your eyes like the
pages of a fantasy book come to vibrant life. Add in the lively soundtrack, dozens of achievements and captivating hand-drawn

cutscenes, and "Viking Brothers 2" becomes a journey you'll never want to end!
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Title: Viking Brothers 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alawar Stargaze
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian,Korean
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Fun little builder game. Click on item needed and watch the Vikings gather or build. Great little time waster. 10\/10.. This is a
"time management" game, which means some actions are to be performed by the caracters controled by the player, before the
alloted time is over. Same concept as the series "12 Labours of Hercules" and "MOAI".

It gets pretty quickly challenging and to get the 3 stars for each level, there's some replaying involved. That can be done any time
once a given level is reached on the map.

There are some achievements, which aren't too exotic (they trigger by simply playing the game, mostly).

Graphics are fine and the music is OK (albeit boring over time).
I'm halfway through there and spent more than 3h already. Really enjoying playing this.. Absolutely adore these games. i love
little puzzle and strategy games like this. It relaxes me and i find it peacful to just listen to music or even some youtube vids as
background noise while playing this game.
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